
Maintenance made easy
We are often asked “what type of regular maintenance does
Micro-Comm equipment require?”- Let’s answer that
question now:
Bleed transducers at least once per year, and any time you
change out a transducer; OR if your system has been open
where air is trapped in the line or have had a clogged line.
Simply turn off the water supply to the transducer at the
valve; disconnect the plastic tubing at the transducer and
open the valve slightly; let it flow until no air bubbles are
coming out of the tubing; turn valve down so the flow is just
more than a drip and reconnect tubing to the transducer.
Transducer bleeding is important, as air trapped in the line
will cause false pressure and tower level readings.
Visual inspection of the RTU installation and enclosure is
very important. Often, in the Fall small insects or other
critters may invade the RTU enclosure seeking a warmer
environment. Bugs can short out the equipment causing
expensive outages and repairs. Seal any holes with
plumbers putty or caulk and try putting a small dose of pellet
type bug killer or mothballs in the enclosure to keep the
varmints out.
Look up! Use binoculars if necessary to inspect the
antenna- look for any missing elements or loose coax all the
way down to the RTU. Also, make note of antenna direction
under normal circumstances. Although rare, sometimes
antennas may get turned in high winds resulting in signal
problems and knowing the proper antenna direction is very
important!
Winterization: Make sure transducers won’t freeze by
making sure they are below the frost line in pits, sealed off
from outside air. Packing the top of the pit with insulation
helps greatly. In situations where this can’t be done, putting
heat tape around the transducer and sense line tubing is the
next best thing to do.
More maintenance tips will be included in the April
newsletter. As always, if you have questions please call the

AFTER HOURS
PHONE SUPPORT

In an effort to supply a
high level of customer
service and
satisfaction, Micro-
Comm, Inc. makes
after-hours phone
support available to all
our customers at no
additional charge.

Customers can call
our office phone
number (913) 390-
4500 after hours to
leave a voice
message in
the Service
Emergency voice
mailbox (press 2
when prompted to
leave your message).
Your voice message
must include the
phone number you
want the technician to
call. 

The Service
Emergency voice
mailbox alerts the “on-
call” technician via cell
phone to advise him
that a customer needs
to be called.

These calls will be
returned between the
hours 8 AM to 8 PM, 7
days a week and
holidays by our
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Micro-Comm service department at 913-390-4500

When you call Micro-Comm, chances are you’ll be

greeted by our receptionist, Christy Staats. Christy has

proudly served in this position for nearly 12 years and enjoys

the close-knit environment of Micro-Comm . When she’s not

busy at the front desk, Christy loves to play sand volleyball,

enjoys time at The Lake of The Ozarks, going to concerts and

attending sporting events around the area. Christy is a big

supporter of our Kansas City Chiefs and Royals- and goes to

every game she can. A little known fact about Christy is her

extreme good luck. She often is the lucky winner of all kinds

of things, namely radio contests and drawings.When she’s

not busy with the aforementioned things, Christy loves

spending time with her family which includes playing with

her four nieces.

So next time you call Micro-Comm, say “Hi” to Christy – and

now you can put a name with a face!

Computers: A necessary evil?
The short answer is yes.  Without saying, a computer
HMI on your SCADA system saves time and money,
not to mention it will automatically log every aspect of
your system operation and even notify you when there’s
a problem. However, as you know, computers come
with their own set of problems that can be a real show
stopper when they go down. So how can you better

designated “on-call”
technician. The “on-
call” technician will
assist customers with
troubleshooting,
attempting to resolve
system failures or
determine the best
course of action. 

Shipping
repair/replacement
parts and/or onsite
repairs are only
scheduled during
normal business
hours 8 am to 5 pm  
Monday thru Friday. 

Business Hours; 8
am-to 12 noon and  1
pm to 5 pm CST 
Monday thru Friday 
Office Phone Number
(913) 390-4500 Fax
Number (913) 390-4550

Micro-Comm, Inc.,
15895 S. Pflumm
Rd., Olathe, KS
66062-8502  

micro-comm-inc.com

Looking around your
home you probably no
longer have a computer or
appliance you had 20
years ago. Times and
technology change; things
break and get replaced. By
contrast, it’s not
uncommon to find some
customers using the same
Micro-Comm equipment
that was installed 25+
years ago! While that says
a lot for the integrity of our
equipment, our latest line
of PLC’s provide a
whopping amount of

we're on line at www.micro-comm-inc.com

http://www.micro-comm-inc.com/


prepare yourself for this?

1. Call Micro-Comm before making ANY network or
administrative changes to avoid grief!

2. Back up your important data. There are a few
important things to back up at least on a weekly
schedule if at all possible- your SCADAview set
up files and history files. These items are critical
when setting up a new computer.

3. Perform regular maintenance on your computer.
Dust in a computer is a heart attack waiting to
happen- it affects cooling efficiency and holds
moisture. Have it inspected and cleaned on a
regular basis.

4. Make note when changes are made that might
affect the computer. For example, if your internet
provider replaces or modifies a router OR if the
administrator makes changes within the network
it could affect some aspect of the SCADAview
program, SCADAweb, SCADAdial and other
remote computers running Micro-Comm
software. Making note of known changes greatly
aids our service technicians when you call for
assistance.

5. Call Micro-Comm before purchasing a new
computer! A quick conversation with one of our
service technicians can save grief down the
road. There are many aspects such as operating
system, hardware requirements and more that
should be considered prior to replacing a
computer.

capability in terms of
control and data
acquisition. While our
oldest product ‘simply did
what it did quite well’, our
newest line of M1550 and
M1650 PLC’s provide the
same long lasting service
while giving you better
analog accuracy, faster
data rates, network
capability and can be
programmed to do
anything you can
imagine! To complement
this new hardware, we
now offer SCADAview
CSX HMI software which
offers features not found in
any other HMI software-
including greatly enhanced
function and reporting
capabilities.”

Want to know more? Call
913-390-4500 and ask for
a sales representative. 
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WE WON'T SHARE YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS! If you have suggestions for topics in our upcoming April
newsletter, drop us an email at news@mc-mail.com or call 913-390-4500. We hope you have a happy and
prosperous 2014!


